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AEROSPAC E PROBLEMS
by Vincent R. Lalli
Lewis Research Center
ABSTRACT
!
Transistorized alternating current servomechanism design offers
a number of advantages over other types because of their small size, low
weight, high reliability, precision accuracy, and wide range of control.
These lecture notes describe a cryogenic oxygen flow control servo-
mechanism subsystem typical for an auxiliary power unit fuel system.
Three possible types of feedback for this type of subsystem are: position
feedback accomplished by gear train and synchro-transformer, position
with velocity feedback accomplished by adding a rate generator and posi-
tion feedback with compensating network. Servomechanisms employing
any of these three types of subsystems can provide the oxygen flow con-
trol desired. The differences in performance relate primarily to steadi-
ness of flow with the companion heat modulation. The damping ratio pa-
rameter can be used to achieve a reasonable response time and maintain
a reasonable value for overshoot. Low damping ratio gives fast response
but large overshoots. High damping ratios give low overshoot but slow
response.
These lecture notes discuss transistorized servomechanism design
for the basic position servo, plus rate feedback or network compensation.
Included are design and application considerations, step-by-step design
procedures, and the solution to sample design examples.
2INTRODUC TION
The function of transistorized servomechanisms in aerospace systems
is to maintain a variable (c) at a desired value by feeding back some function
of the maintained variable (B) and comparing this signal with a reference
(r) to generate an error signal (e). Increases in the error signal, cause
the maintained variable to be reduced and vice versa.
A typical servomechanism with variables identified is shown in fig-
ure 1: (c) maintained variable, (B) feedback variable, (r) reference
variable, and (e) error variable. The forward branch transfer function
(G) is given by the solution of describing differential equations for the
ratio (c/e) usually in Laplace Transformed form to simplify the algebra.
Similarly, the feedback branch transfer function (H) is given by the ra-
tio (B/c). The ratio (e/r) is an important function in this simplified
servo design methodology as the denominator polynomial can be examined
to determine the undamped natural frequency (¢o)and the damping ratio (5).
The damping ratio is the key parameter selected for the design method
presented in this paper to optimize response time and overshoot. Fig-
ure 1 shows the block diagram algebra necessary to obtain expressions
for these ratios. The methods of using these simplified equations to de-
sign a transistorized oxygen flow control servomechanism are explained
in these notes.
SIMPLIFIED POSITION SERVO DESIGN TECHNIQUE
The step-by-step technique which follows is recommended for the de-
sign of transistorized position servos. The design equations not derived
in these notes are explained in the existing literature cited in the REFER-
ENCES section by numbers 1 through 7.
(1) Make a preliminary selection of the synchros, amplifier, servo-
motor, gear train, and butterfly valve to be used in the oxygen flow con-
trol servo. Table I shows some of the salient design characteristics for
the selected components. These components should be matched to each
other, and selected to have linear operating ranges about two times
greater than that required to satisfy the static position accuracy require-
ment (see step 2). Figure 2(a) shows a typical component arrangement
for the oxygen flow control servo. Figure 2(b) shows a block diagram
for this component arrangement with transfer functions identified. The
algebra to develop expressions for the natural frequency (w) and the
damping ratio (5) are also shown in this figure, part 2(c) (derived in
ref. 2). NOTE'. Care must be used to ensure a consistent set of units
for the values that are substituted into the design equations.
(2) Tabulate design values for the oxygen flow control servo (all
quantities must be referred to the motor shaft):
TO = maximum torque to drive motor, gear train, synchro, and valve
= friction plus acceleration of load torque = T F + T a
= 0. 135 + 0. 197 = 0.332 in. -oz T F = 0. 001 + 0.002 + 0.082 + 0. 050
synchro + valve + gears + motor
= 0. 135 in.-oz
J = inertia of motor + load
= JM + JL
= 0. 0019 lb-in. 2
= 7.52×10 -5 in. -oz-sec 2
JM = 0. 0018 lb-in. 2
0. O033
JL-
(470) 2
-_ O. 0001 Ib-in.
W a
2
= 92.5 in.-oz at valve
92.5 0.197 in.-oz
47O
at motor
T M = motor torque at zero speed = 2.7 in. -oz
SM = motor speed with no load = 941 rad/sec
E = probable error = synchros + gears + valve + dead zone
=22 +20+ 10+2 = 54min=0.9 °
= 1.57×10 -2 rad
(3) Calculate the time constant (_-) of the motor plus load:
7.52×10 -5 in. -oz-sec 2 x 941 rad
JSM sec
T M 2.7 in. -oz
= 2.62x10 -2 sec
(4) Calculate the system gain (K = K1K2K3K 4) required to keep error
to the minimum probable value:
K __
To_ 0.332in.-oz =21.2 in.-oz
E 1.57x10 °2 rad rad
(5) Calculate the undamped natural frequency:
1//2
21.2 in. -oz
rad
52x10 -5 in.-oz-sec 2
= 5.31x102 rad
see
(6) Calculate the damping ratio for these conditions:
1 1
2¢0T 2 × 5.31×102 rad x 2.62xi0 -2 sec
sec
= 0. 036
This damping ratio is quite low and the valve position will tend to
oscillate about the controlled valve. Figure 3 shows a typical position
response for a step input (r) of the oxygen flow control servo for three
values of damping ratio. When the damping ratio is near 0.1, large
overshoot occurs with long periods required to damp out the oscillating
conditions. For example, if the oxygen servo with a 5 = 0.04 was com-
manded to open 10 °, the valve would respond by initially opening to about
20 ° at 3 radians; then it would close to about 5 ° at 6 radians causing severe
variations in the burning temperature for the hot gas turbine.
ADDING A RATE GENERATOR
Generally, a damping ratio of about 0.5 is considered a reasonable
compromise between speed of response and stability. Performance of
the oxygen flow control servo can be improved with the addition of deriva-
tive feedback obtained by means of a rate generator. Figure 4(a) shows a
typical component arrangement for an oxygen flow control servo with rate
feedback. Figure 4(b) shows a block diagram for this component arrange-
ment with transfer functions identified. The algebra to develop expressions
for the natural frequency (w') and the damping ratio (5') are also shown in
this figure, part 4(c) (derived in ref. 3).
(1) Using the tabulated design values from table I and step (2) of ex-
ample (1); recalculate the design values for the oxygen flow control servo:
T o' =0. 145+0. 197=0. 342 in.-oz TF=0.001+0.002+0.082+0. 050+0.010
synchros + valve + gears + motor
+ generator
= 0. 145 in.-oz
T a = 0. 197 in. -oz
6J' = inertia of motor + generator + load S M = 910 rad/sec
= 0.0018 + 0. 0012 + 0. 0001 = 0. 0031 lb-in.
= 1.23x10 -4 in. -oz-sec 2
T M and E are not effected by the addition of a rate generator.
(2) Calculate the range of time constant (_-') for the motor, genera-
tor, and load with a range of rate generator gain from 0.29x10 -4 to
2.9×10 -4 volts/rad
J'
T v __ .-
1.23x10 -4 in. -oz-sec 2
T M 2.7 in. -oz
+ K2K3K5 910 rad/sec
S M
= 23.9x10 -3 sec
+ 1000 x 7.5x10 -2 × 0.29x10 -4
for 2.9x10 -4 volts/rad, 7' = 5.0xl0 -3 sec.
(3) Calculate the system gain (K') required to keep error to the
minimum probable value:
KT __
T?
o 0. 342 in. -oz
E 1.57×10 -2 rad
= 21.8 in. -oz
tad
(4) Calculate the undamped natural frequency:
(A) ? _. = 21.8 . = 4.21x102 rad
1.23x10-4/ sec
(5) Calculate the range of damping ratio using the range of _-' pre-
viously obtained:
1 1
2tOrT T 2 x 4.21xlO 2 rad x 23.9xlO -3 sec
sec
=0.05
for avalue of _-' =5.0x10 -3 sec, 5' =0.24.
This damping ratio range is better than case 1 and the valve position
oscillations will be decreased in amplitude about the controlled value.
For our previous example, if the oxygen servo with a 5 = 0.2 was com-
manded to open 10 °, the valve would respond by opening with an overshoot
of about 2° to 12 ° at 3.2 radians; then it would close to about 9° at
6.5 radians providing a more uniform burning temperature for the hot gas
turbine.
ADDING LEAD NETWORK COMPENSATION
Since we have not yet achieved our goal of a damping ratio of about
0.5, perhaps by adding network compensation the oxygen flow control servo
performance can be improved. Investigations (1, 2, and 4) have shown that
lead network compensation between the synchro transformer and the ampli-
fier can achieve the desired results. This third method of network com-
pensation has an additional requirement that the other two methods do not
have. This additional requirement is that the carrier frequency must not
vary more than 10 percent. Figure 5(a) shows a typical component arrange-
ment for an oxygen flow control servo with lead network compensation. Fig-
ure 5(b) shows the block for this component arrangement with the transfer
functions identified. Some of the algebra to develop expressions for the
natural frequency (co 'i) and the damping ratio (5") for a third order sys-
tem are also shown in this figure, part 5(c) (derived in ref. 4).
(1) Using the tabulated design values from table I and step (2) of ex-
ample (1), recalculate the design values for the oxygen flow control servo
in this configuration:
T o, J, TM, SM, E, _-, K, and co are not effected by the addition
of a lead network: T o = 0. 332 in. -oz, J = 7.52x10 -5 in. -oz-sec 2,
T M = 2.7 in. -oz, S M = 941 rad/sec, E = 1.57x10 -2 rad; these values
result in a time constant for the motor plus load (_- = 2.62x10 -2 sec), a
system gain (K = 21.2 in. -oz/rad) and a natural frequency
(co" = 5.31xi02 rad/sec).
(2) Choose the damping ratio (5") to be a reasonable value of 0.5.
Calculate the effective gain ratio (_?') for this third order system:
5" =1I(_')1/2-1_2
7?' =(25'' + 1) 2 =(2x0.5+ 1) 2=4.0
(3) Calculate the lead network zero 76S coefficient (_/):
4.25
_?' =_+_
¢0T
4.25 4.25
_=_/' =4.0 -
09T 5.31x102 ra.___dx 2.62x10 -2 sec
sea
7? =3.7
This damping ratio is considered by many to be a reasonable com-
promise between speed of response and stability. Valve position oscil-
lations will be decreased in amplitude to a minimum about the controlled
value. For our previous example, if the oxygen servo with a 5 = 0.5
was commanded to open 10 °, the valve would respond by opening with
reasonable overshoot of about 1.5 ° to 11.5 ° at 3.5 radians; then it would
close to about 9.5 ° at 7 radians providing very uniform burning temper-
atures for the hot gas turbine.
9To complete the design for example (3), it is necessary to specify
K6' _6 and synthesis a network. Figure 6(a) shows one type of com-
pensating lead network component arrangement. Equations shown in fig-
ure 6 are derived in reference 2. Figure 6(b) shows the transfer func-
tion and frequency response for the lead network.
(4) Calculate the lead network time constants 76, _76:
76=
, 3 j= + = 0.67 msec5.31x102 x 2.83 2 x 5.31x102 x 2.8
_/76 = 3. Tx0.67=2.47msec
Generally speaking, in selecting the components for this type of network
the output resistance of the network should be <_10 K_ to minimize noise
susceptibility.
(5) Based on this, choose R 1 = 1 K_/(1//2)W resistor and K 6 =0.75;
calculate values for R 2 and CI:
R 2
R1K (1K)0.75 3 K
1 - K 1 - 0.75 1 W resistor
2
_/76 2.47x10 -3 sec 2.47 fff
CI=--=
R 1 1 K ohm 50 WV
Use the nearest standard components to these values.
(6) Calculate the frequency response break frequencies:
10
1 1
_T 6 2.47×10 -3
= 405 rad
sec
ml = 1490_rad
T 6 sec
CONC LUDING REMARKS
Transistorized alternating current servomechanisms of the basic
position servo with rate feedback or network compensation are described
in these notes. A study of optimum methods to control position variables
in aerospace applications showed that no single method was best for all
cases. The optimum method was very much dependent upon available
devices, generating sources and load parameters. These are constraints
difficult to identify for future aerospace missions.
Past aerospace missions have used either motor, motor plus gener-
ator or motor plus compensating network servomechanisms or combina-
tions thereof to control position variables. Table II shows some of the
important typical servomechanism parameters to consider when faced
with the task of choosing the type of converter for use in a given mission.
The type 1 servo has the smallest size, lowest weight and parts count.
Undamped frequency is high but the damping ratio is low and overshoot is
high. High overshoot causes large position transients which may not be
tolerable. The type 2 servo is somewhat larger in size, heavier, uses
a few more parts, lowers the natural frequency and has 1 to 2 orders of
magnitude increase in damping ratio with a substantial reduction in
overshoot. The large reduction in damping ratio justifies its use in some
cases.
Many current aerospace missions are going to some form of com-
pensated servo. It tends to be a compromise in size, weight, circuit
complexity to gain in damping ratio for a modest reduction in overshoot.
Compensating networks often are dependent on constant supply frequency
11
for proper performance. If the supply frequency varies by say 10 per-
cent, an optimally designed system may become highly oscillatory with
large amounts of transient overshoot. The presence of this frequency
limitation may often render this approach useless.
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SALIENT COMPONENT CHARACTERISTICS FOR DESIGN
COMPONENT
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ROTORINERTIA
ERROR
TRAVEL
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TRANSMITTER[ TRANSFORMER
]5CX
0. 00282
12
21T
. RAD
GAIN I.uR-_
NOTES:
15CT
0. 00315
10
2_
VOLTS
57
SERVOMOTOR
15
O.0018
2m
IN.-OZ
7.5xio-2
RATEGENERATOR
15
0.0012
2_
VOLT
20-2. 9)x 10-4
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470:1
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25WAH
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20-60 Db GAIN
0-40V OUT
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Table IT
OXYGEN FLOW SERVOMECHANISMS COMPARISON
TYPE SIZE IWEIGHT PARTS UNDAMPED DAMPING OVERSHOOT
Coup]FREQt'ENCYRATIO
I 1.0 I 1.0 48 I 531 0.036, 2.0
2 1.3 I 13 51 I 421 0,05-0.24 1.2
3 1.1 I L1 51 I 531 0.5 1.15
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